About Ecolife beds of Sweden
Handmade, modern beds for a superior experience
Our mission at Ecolife beds of Sweden is to deliver handmade beds of the
highest quality with a classic, timeless design. We strive to create beds from the
best natural materials that allow our customers to get a proper night’s sleep and
awake feeling fully rested and recharged.
Sweden is famous for its craftsmanship and this is essential to our work. Our
skilled craftsmen hand make every bed at our Valskog factory, located in the
heart of Sweden, and painstakingly ensure the highest level of detail goes in to
every bed.
With a range of sizes and a wide selection of textiles to choose from, we can
create the perfect bed for you. A bed that is as unique as you are!
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Eco Comfort
Eco Comfort is a Swedish continental style
bed, built to offer the support you need, and the
comfort you desire. We have designed this bed
using the best materials that nature has to offer,
ensuring that you get a great night’s sleep for
many years to come. The Eco comfort is ideal
for those who prefer a firmer bed, but don’t
want to compromise on style.
Comes in sizes:
80 × 200, 90 × 200, 105 × 200, 120 × 200,
140 × 200, 160 × 200, 180 × 200, 210 × 200
ECO COMFORT

Cotton fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Cotton fibers 2 cm
Reinforced
corner spring

All models are also available in 210 cm length.

Bamboo
Agave fibers
Flax
Pocket spring 13 cm

Cotton fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Reinforced
corner spring

Pocket spring 13 cm
Flax

Swedish pine
wooden frame
9 cm
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Eco Agave
We have designed our Eco Agave bed to give
our customers the feeling of utmost comfort.
Our combination of springs in this bed has
allowed us to produce an incredibly soft
product, that makes it feel almost like you are
sleeping on a cloud. This is a bed that will make
you want to go to bed early and take a long,
luxurious lie in every day.
Agave is used in mattresses because of its open
cell structure, that is excellent for regulating
temperature and transporting excess moisture.
ECO ORIGINAL AGAVE

Cotton fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Flax
Reinforced
corner spring
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Flax

Comes in sizes:
80 × 200, 90 × 200, 105 × 200, 120 × 200,
140 × 200, 160 × 200, 180 × 200, 210 × 200
All models are also available in 210 cm length.

Bamboo
Agave fibers
Agave fibers 2 cm
Pocket spring 15 cm
Cotton fibers
Pocket spring 13 cm

Reinforced
corner spring
Swedish pine
wooden frame
12 cm
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Eco Luxury
This bed was created with those who value
high quality in mind. We have combined
exclusive natural materials with an innovative
four layer pocket spring design. This gives a
bed that seamlessly adjusts to the contour of
your body. Eco Luxury was developed to offer
perfect support throughout the night and with
a feeling that more is most definitely more.
Comes in sizes:
80 × 200, 90 × 200, 105 × 200, 120 × 200,
140 × 200, 160 × 200, 180 × 200, 210 × 200
All models are also available in 210 cm length.

ECO LUXURY AGAVE

Agave fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Flax
Reinforced
corner spring
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Flax

Bamboo
Micro pocket spring
Agave fibers 2 cm
Pocket spring 18 cm
M-spring
Cotton fibers 2 cm
Pocket spring 11 cm

Reinforced
corner spring
Pocket spring 13 cm
Swedish pine
wooden frame
16 cm
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Adjustable Eco Comfort
We were so happy with our Eco Comfort bed,
that we decided to make an adjustable version.
Our Adjustable Eco Comfort is created using a
combination of bamboo and agave fibers, which
gives great support and also helps to control
your body temperature as you sleep. This bed is
perfect for those who like to read a good book
or watch something before sleeping.
Comes in sizes:
80 × 200, 90 × 200, 105 × 200, 120 × 200,
160 × 200, 180 × 200, 210 × 200
ADJUSTABLE ECO COMFORT

All models are also available in 210 cm length.

Bamboo
Cotton fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Reinforced
corner spring

Agave fibers
Pocket spring 13 cm
M-spring
Flax

Pocket spring 8 cm
Plywood sheet 2 cm

Cotton fibers 2 cm

Swedish pine
wooden frame
16 cm
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Adjustable Eco Agave
Our Adjustable Eco Agave bed combines the
style and luxury of our continental bed with the
flexibility required to support you throughout
the night. This allows your back or legs to be
elevated, which can help to relieve pressure on
your back and ease pain. With this bed we have
created a product that provides a perfect night’s
sleep without compromising on comfort.
Comes in sizes:
80 × 200, 90 × 200, 105 × 200, 120 × 200,
160 × 200, 180 × 200, 210 × 200
ADJUSTABLE ECO ORIGINAL AGAVE

Cotton fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 1 cm
Flax
Reinforced
corner spring
Cotton fibers 2 cm

All models are also available in 210 cm length.

Bamboo
Agave fibers
Agave fibers 2 cm
Pocket spring 15 cm

Pocket spring 8 cm

Plywood sheet 2 cm
Swedish pine
wooden frame
16 cm
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Adjustable Eco Luxury
Our Adjustable Eco Luxury is an excellent
bed choice for you who appreciate style and
comfort, this bed will transport you to a new
dimension.
The beds are handmade, with high accuracy.
Under the fabric hides all natural materials of
uncompromising quality.
Three suspension systems with reinforced
springs along all edges make it even easier to
get up.
ADJUSTABLE ECO LUXURY AGAVE

Agave fibers 2 cm
Cotton fibers 2 cm

Comes in sizes:
80 × 200, 90 × 200, 105 × 200, 120 × 200,
160 × 200, 180 × 200, 210 × 200
All models are also available in 210 cm length.

Bamboo
Micro pocket spring
Cotton fibers 1 cm

Flax
Reinforced
corner spring
Cotton fibers 2 cm

Pocket spring 18 cm
M-spring

Pocket spring 8 cm

Plywood sheet 2 cm
Swedish pine
wooden frame
16 cm
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Bedside Tables
Aurore
Fabric covered bedside table with oak shelves and an
open front.
Measurements: 45 × 45 × 63 cm

Ruta
Fabric covered bedside table with glass shelves and a
front hatch door.
Measurements: 45 × 45 × 63 cm

Vaxholm
Fabric covered bedside table with oak shelves and a
front hatch door.
Measurements: 45 × 45 × 63 cm
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Bed Chests
Aurore

Royal

Fabric covered bed chest with an oak lid.

Fabric covered bed chest with a hand quilted fabric
and button designed lid.

Measurements:
100 × 45 × 63 cm

Measurements:
100 × 45 × 63 cm

Daiven

Gabriella

Fabric covered bed chest and lid in plain fabric.

Fabric covered bed chest with a fabric and button
designed lid.

Measurements:
100 × 45 × 63 cm

Measurements:
100 × 45 × 63 cm
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Headboards
All our headboards are available in sizes 90, 105, 120, 140, 160, 180 and 210 cm. The standard
height of our headboards is 135 cm, but customized heights are available on request.

Daiven

Ruta

Smooth

A headboard with a clean design
that can be used with or without
the included hanging cushion.

A minimalistic design with six
rectangles placed in two parallel
rows.

A unique and trendy striped
design with a neat impression.
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Gabriella Classic

Gabriella Modern

A classic design with diagonally
placed fabric-covered buttons.

Fabric covered buttons in a linear
pattern for a modern style.

Headboards
All our headboards are available in sizes 90, 105, 120, 140, 160, 180 and 210 cm. The standard
height of our headboards is 135 cm, but customized heights are available on request.

Royal Natural

Square

Vinge

Hand quilted elegance for a
sophisticated and classical look.

A minimalistic design with four
rectangles placed in two parallel
rows.

Our most ornate headboard with
a hand quilted design crowned
with a wing.

Alexander

Oak Frame

Four different sized squares and
rectangles that creates modern
and minimalistic look.

Most of our headboards are also
available with an elegant frame of
solid oak.
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Bed Legs
Style

Oak

Champagne

Height: 12 / 19 cm

Height: 12 / 20 cm

Height: 12 / 19 cm

Brass

Trumpet leg
with brass

with aluminium

Oak

with aluminium

Round Oak

Height: 12 / 19 cm

Height: 12 / 19 cm

Height: 12 / 19 cm

Height: 12 / 19 cm
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Measurements and Customization
Our handmade beds are built in a range of sizes but can be customized to your individual desires.
Width: 80, 90, 105, 120, 140, 160, 180 or 210 cm
Length: 200 or 210 cm
Legs: 12 or 19 cm

Eco Luxury

with sidestitching
This bed was created with those who value high
quality in mind. We have combined exclusive
natural materials with an innovative four-layer
pocket spring design. This gives one bed that
seamlessly adapts to the contour of your body.
Eco Luxury developed with side stitching to
combine high comfort and design.
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Frames and Springs
We cherish the Swedish handicraft tradition and use only the highest quality
natural materials in our beds. Every bed is hand manufactured by our skilled
craftsmen and all beds come in a range of colours and dimensions.
Wood
All of our bed frames are made from Swedish
pinewood and have hardened, reinforced
corners. This creates a more sustainable bed
and when combined with thick and wide frame
slats gives a stable bed with a 25-year warranty
for spring- and frame breakage.

Steel
The springs in our beds are heat treated to
allow them to remain stiff for many years
to come. All our beds have a pocket spring
system where springs are individually placed
in their own pouches. This gives our customers
maximum support, while minimizing
movements made by their partners. The pocket
spring system also eliminates squeaks and
sound from the bed.
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Soft Materials
We use only natural materials of the highest quality in our beds. These include
naturally grown agave, biological bamboo and organic cotton. Our materials are
chosen to give a fresh, cool sleep with a soft, pleasurable feel against the skin.
Agave
Traditionally, agave fibers has been used to
make rope and twine for agricultural use.
Today it can be found in a wide range of
industries, such as papers, textiles, carpets and
mattresses. This is because rubberised agave
fibers, made from the agave plant, has an airy
cell structure that easily and naturally removes
excess moisture. It functions as a heat insulator,
meaning that mattresses will maintain the
perfect temperature. The fibers structure also
absorbs wave energy, which means that it does
not easily conduct sound or movement.
We have chosen to use agave fibers because
of its animal friendly properties. Normally
horsehair is used in beds to absorb moisture
and minimize movement, but we believe that
rubberised agave fibers is its equal. Any bed
made with rubberised agave fibers from the
agave plant could be considered to be a cruelty
free, natural alternative.
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How our agave is processed

To make the fiber resilient and to make it
possible to create very open and ventilating
structures, we spin the fibers into ropes. These
ropes are transformed into sheets and to
provide structure and elasticity.
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Its open and resilient structure allows Sisal
to create a good micro-climate (which is an
advantage with mattresses). The structure also
absorbs sound and certain waves, making the
material excellent as a thermal and acoustic
insulation product.

Manufacturing quality products but natural
fibers is our business. Since the start of Ecolife,
we have used vegetable natural fibers. With our
experience in producing beds and mattresses,
we read market signals and translate them into
new and innovative products of outstanding
quality.

We use only the very best natural materials
to make our beds Cotton, Linen, Bamboo
and Sisal (Agave fiber). Nature constantly
replenishes these raw materials, which are
unsurpassed in resilience, durability and
ventilation. Ecolife delivers a complete
environmentally friendly alternative to
synthetic materials.
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Bamboo
Our bamboo textiles are made from natural,
quick growing bamboo and are grown without
the use of pesticides, making them more
environmentally friendly.
They are naturally antibacterial, hypoallergenic
and reduce the risk of dust mites.
Bamboo’s unique properties in combination
with other natural materials give a pleasant,
cool bed and relaxing support for the whole
body. Our bamboo mattresses are toxin free
and made from renewable raw materials.
Our mattresses are tested by independent
testing facilities and are CertiUR-US approved.
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Textiles
We use 100% natural materials comprising of
cotton (60%) and linen (40%), Thanks to the
characteristics of our raw materials we can
produce exceptionally durable fabric. Due to
the natural breathable nature of our material
our beds feel fresher for longer.
Our fabric is stone-washed for an authentic
feeling that becomes amplified with the passing
of time. Every metre of our fabric is unique and
developed with the utmost care.

You can rest easy in the knowledge that
the bed you’re sleeping on is healthy
both for you and the planet we live on.
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Ecolabel
All of our fabrics are quality stamped and
approved by EU Ecolabel. EU Ecolabel is a
label awarded to products that meet a high
standard of environmental excellence, from
extraction of raw materials to production.

Oeko-Tex
All of our fabrics are quality stamped and
approved by Oeko-Tex® Standard 100. It
is an independent testing and certification
system for raw textile materials in all stages
of production. All of our fabrics are tested for
harmful substances, as are our accessories such
as labels, buttons, zippers, rivets and threads.
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www.ecolifebeds.com
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Verkstadgatan 2
731 60 Valskog
SWEDEN
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